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SEINÄJOEN AMMATTIKORKEAKOULU  

Opinnäytetyön tiivistelmä 

Koulutusyksikkö: Tekniikka 

Tutkinto-ohjelma: Tietotekniikka 

Suuntautumisvaihtoehto: Ohjelmistotekniikka 

Tekijä: Ira Julia Rainto 

Työn nimi: Medianpakkausohjelma: CASE: Semio 

Ohjaaja: Markku Lahti 

Vuosi:  2018 Sivumäärä:  51  

Opinnäytetyön aiheena oli luoda yksinkertainen ja helppokäyttöinen median 
pakkausohjelma mainostoimiston käyttöön. Sovellustyökalu kehitettiin verkkosivustojen 
sisällöntuotannon nopeuttamisen näkökulmasta. Tavoitteena oli, että käyttäjä pystyy 
muuntamaan kehitetyllä sovelluksella kaikki yleisimmin tarvitsemansa tiedostomuodot ja 
nopeuttaa verkkosivustojen latautumista. 

Opinnäytetyön tuloksena kehitetiinn sovellus, jonka avulla voidaan tiivistää sekä kuva- että 
videotiedostojen kokoa. Sovellus voi käyttää kuvatiedostoissa kahta erilaista tiedoston 
pakkaustapaa: häviötön ja häviöllinen. Videotiedostoissa voidaan tiedoston pakkaamisen 
yhteydessä muuttaa resoluutiota ja tiedostomuotoa. 

Sovelluksessa käytettävissä olevat kuvatiedostomuodot ovat: JPEG, PNG, SVG ja GIF. 
Videotiedostomuodoista käytettävissä ovat: AVI, MPEG-4, Flash Video, Ogg , WebM, MOV 
ja Windows Media Audio. 

Ohjelma kehitettiin ja testattiin erillisellä palvelimella. Tällä hetkellä sovellus on 
tuotantokäytössä, asennettuna yrityksen omalle palvelimelle. 

Asiasanat: ECMAScript, HTML5, CSS, Gulp, FFMPEG 
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Terms and Abbreviations 

API  Application programming interface, an interface for different appli-

cations to exchange data with each other. 

Cache Stores recently used information so that it can be quickly accessed 

at a later time. 

CLI  Command Line Interface is a tool that is used for interacting with 

software and operating systems by using commands. 

Cross Browser Application that works in different browsers, mobile and desktop. 

This means that sites show’s up correctly in different browsers. 

CSS Cascading Style Sheet defines how the HTML structure is pre-

sented visually. 

ECMAScript Forms the basis of the JavaScript as a scripting language. 

FFMPEG FFMPEG is a cross-platform tool for converting, compressing and 

streaming video, audio and some image formats.  

Front-End Framework Pre-written CSS stylesheet and/or JavaScript library meant for sav-

ing time and for adding content to your web application. 

Gulp Gulp is an open source toolkit for JavaScript that makes certain 

kinds of tasks automatic.  

HTML5 Latest version of HTML. 

HTTPS Hyper Text Transfer Protocol Secure is a combination of HTTP- 

and TLS/SSL-protocols. 

I/O  Input/Output, is used to explain data transfer between an operation 

or device.  

jQuery Library that simplifies JavaScript programming.  

Material Design Is a guideline of visual language, developed by Google, which syn-

thesizes good design and innovation. 
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Material Icons  Icons that are created by using material design guidelines. 

Middleware Software that works as a bridge between an operating system and 

an application. 

Native App Application that is built for a particular device and an operating sys-

tem.  

npm  Node package manager is a way to share or borrow packages. 

PHP  Hypertext Preprocessor, general-purpose scripting language for 

web-development that can be implemented into HTML. 

PPM Context coding: PPM is considered to get the best compression 

ratios although it is slow. 

Python Object-oriented programming language similiar to Perl, Ruby, 

Schema, or Java. 

Responsive A concept of making same application to scale well visually. Inde-

pendent from the device screen resolution or orientation. 

REST Representational State Transfer (REST) is an architecture model 

that is based on the HTTP protocol. 

Progressive Web App (PWAs) makes your application more native application like. 

SSL Secure Sockets Layer, is an encrypted link between a server and 

an interface. 

Transfer-Encoding Is a hop-by-hop header that works as a method to communicate 

between two nodes. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Compression is one way to reduce the uploading time of websites. Image-, audio- and video 

-files have large file sizes and, therefore, longer uploading times. There are many ways to 

deploy compression on a website. File format compression is used for reducing wasted 

space in files. Lossless- and lossy compression are two compression algorithms used to 

achieve this.  

The aim of this study is to create a media compression application for Semio Oy. The appli-

cation  is supposed to implement two different compression methods, lossless, lossy, and 

tools for media editing such as resolution change and changing format to another. The pur-

pose of this application is to support the most used media formats and work with all modern 

browsers. The application is intended to facilitate the everyday life of employees and cus-

tomers, through an effective media compression application.  

The first chapter introduces background information and the aim of the study. The second 

chapter will go through  the techniques used for making the application. The third chapter 

will explain how to achieve media compression through a web application. Then the rest of 

the thesis provides information about the application itself and its working methods and func-

tionality. 
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2 COMPRESSION IN THE WEB  

Compression has an important part in the web. It can increase the performance of the web-

site and result to faster uploading times. In some case’s file size reduction can have lower 

bandwidth capacity needs. Algorithms have improved over the years and they continue to 

improve still. These algorithms are supported in the clients and the servers and when imple-

mented correctly the compression can work on its own. (MDN web docs 2017b.) 

2.1 File format compression  

Every data type has wasted space in its binary form. Media files are big and, therefore, it is 

important to optimize files before deploying them on the Web. There are two kinds of opti-

mized compression algorithms for file formats. Those are lossless and lossy compression. 

(MDN web docs 2017b.)  

Lossy compression is more efficient than lossless compression. Lossy compression may 

provide up to 90% decrease in size compared to the original file (MDN web docs 2017b). 

With the right compression ratio, there may be no quality loss detectable to a human eye 

and, therefore, it is advisable to use lossless compression to achieve the highest quality 

possible. If the web page is needed to be downloaded fast, the best method to use would 

be lossy compression. (Jessier 2017.) 

Lossless compression. This method is used in text compression and lossless format me-

dia files. Lossless compression provides ratios that are within 10% of the best algorithm 

PPM (Prediction by partial matching) but runs faster than PPM does. This type of compres-

sion reduces the size of the file but doesn’t cause any quality loss. It rewrites the data in a 

more efficient way. In the figure1 it can be  seen how small space savings are in lossless 

compression. In some cases JPEG and PNG remove unnecessary metadata and can thus 

cause slight quality loss. (Jessier 2017.) 
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Figure 1. Lossless compression 

Lossy compression. When using lossy compression method original data does get altered, 

meaning that it is not possible to reverse the file back to the original form. It still doesn’t  

mean that the quality is lost in the process. In most cases human eye cannot detect the 

difference between the original and the output file. Video formats in the web and image 

formats such as JPEGs, are considered to be lossy formats. (Jessier 2017.) 

 

Figure 2. Lossy compression 

JPEG algorithm may also have as high compression ratios as 90-95%, with little degrada-

tion. (Nelson & Gailly 1995.) Figure 2 shows how the space savings of a JPEG image are 

77.46% in lossy compression compared to the original one.  
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2.2 End-to-end compression 

Data savings in website speeds are achieved by using end-to-end compression, as shown 

in the figure 3. Server compresses the body of a message and it will stay untouched until it 

reaches the client. (MDN web docs 2017b.) 

 

Figure 3. End-to-end compression (MDN web docs [2018b].) 

The most common way to use this compressing method is gzip, since it can achieve com-

pression ratios of 70-90% in text-based content but it is not efficient to use it with media files 

(Grigorik 2018). All modern browsers support gzip and suggest using it for all HTTP re-

quests. Using gzip can reduce the size of the transferred response by 90%. This will lead to 

a reduced download time and data usage for the client. (Google Developers 2018.) 

2.3 Hop-by-hop compression 

Figure 4 shows how hop-by-hop compression doesn’t perform the compression in the server 

but in between any two nodes in the client and the server. Because this is possible between 

any two nodes in the body, it can create different compressions rates. (MDN web docs 

2017b.) 

 

Figure 4. Hop-by-hop compression (MDN web docs [2018b].) 
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To use this compression between the two nodes, the node transmitting the request com-

municates to the other nodes using the Transfer-Encoding header. Other nodes will then 

react to the sending node with adequate method and apply it. The hop-by-hop compression 

is transparent for the client and the server and this is why it is rarely used. (MDN web docs 

2017b.) 

2.4 Images and transcoders 

Image file formats. There are different types of digital image formats. Most familiar ones 

are JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group), PNG (Portable Network Graphics), TIFF 

(Tagged Image File Format), GIF (Graphics Interchange Format), SVG (Scalable Vector 

Graphics), RAW, BMP (Bitmap), DNG (Digital Negative Format) and PSD (Photoshop Doc-

ument). SVG is included in this category but it is different from the others. It is based on 

XML markup. It means that SVG is a language that can exist in two dimensional vectors. 

(Dadfar 2018.) 

JPEG. JPEG is used in many digital cameras which support this format as their output file. 

JPEG is a lossy quality format. This means that when taking pictures using this format there 

will be some quality loss already without using any compression software. This is useful 

when  it is necessary to store as many images on the memory card as possible. (Dadfar 

2018.) 

PNG. PNG  is a lossless format. This still doesn’t mean that file sizes will be big even though 

the compression rate is smaller. PNG results in small file sizes and good quality pictures. 

That is why PNG is ideal for internet use. It also allows partial or total transparency. This is 

ideal for creating logos and  such effects as shadows. (Dadfar 2018.) 

GIF. GIF files are lossless compression images that can be transparent. They can be used 

in animations but are limited to only 256 colours chosen from the 24-bit RGB color space. 

This is not ideal when wanting to create vibrant photos. (Dadfar 2018.) 

SVG. SVG is a format that has more similarities with web pages than image formats. It can 

bend more than other formats and may be modified with a code, CSS or JavaScript. Vectors 

can be created in graphic editors, modified and saved. (Giltsoff, [Ref: 21.9.2018].) 
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Gulp (gulp.js). Gulp is a toolkit which automates functions. It helps the workflow by auto-

mating tasks. Gulp-imagemin is a tool designed to automate especially image compression 

tasks and it has a variety of different types of compression plugins. (gulpjs, [Ref: 24.9.2018].) 

JPEG transcoders. Lossy and lossless compression use their own plugins. For lossless 

compression jpegtran plugin is used. It comes with the gulp-imagemin plugin and works by 

rearranging the compressed data. This means that there is no  quality loss in the process. 

(GSP, 2014). Lossy compression plugin uses mozJPEG plugin. It is an encoder developed 

by Mozilla and it reduces file sizes of JPEG images. This means that there is quality loss in 

the process. (Mozilla, Github, [Ref: 24.9.2018].) 

PNG transcoders. OptiPNG is a lossless compression transcoder. It comes with the gulp-

imagemin plugin. It is a PNG optimizer and its purpose is to recompress image files without 

losing any information. (Truţa, C, 2008). For lossy compression pngquant is used. It can 

achieve 70% reduction in file sizes and it has high-quality RGBA conversions. (pngquant, 

[Ref: 24.9.2018].) 

Gifsicle and Giflossy. Gifsicle is a multipurpose command-line tool for GIF images and 

animations. Giflossy is based on Gifsicle and it implements lossy compression. (kornelski/gi-

flossy, [Ref: 24.9.2018].) 

SVGO optimizer. SVG optimizer is a tool for optimizing SVG files. This plugin allows the 

SVG’s to be cleaned from useless comments, tags, and attributes. It basically removes un-

necessary space to compress the image. (Guillaume 2015.) 
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2.5 Video codecs 

A codec can compress and decompress digital media files that contain video or audio. En-

coders perform compression and decoders will do the opposite. There are also containers 

that usually contain video- and audio codecs. Containers are video file formats. Different 

containers need specific kind of codecs. Common containers are AVI (.avi), MPEG-4 (.mp4), 

Flash Video (.flv), Ogg (.ogv), WebM (.webm), MOV (.mov), Windows Media Audio. (.wmv). 

(Ansoft Inc. 2018.) 

Media formats in the web. Media formats in the web are provided in the <audio> and 

<video> element tags. HTML5 doesn’t support all media formats, like MOV files. WebM, 

Ogg, and MP4 are supported and can be displayed in the internet media players. (MDN web 

docs 2017f.) 

FFmpeg as a multimedia tool. FFmpeg is meant for manipulating media files to get the 

wanted results. It includes codecs which are different kinds of compression algorithms or 

tasks that can be performed. (FFmpeg, [Ref: 5.7.2018].) 
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3 CLIENT- AND SERVER-SIDE TECHNIQUES 

In this chapter I'll introduce the techniques used for building the application from the view of 

both the client and the server. Techniques used in the client-side focuses more on the user 

experience and user interface. The server-side consists of functionalities that were used to 

create the applications server. 

3.1 CLIENT-SIDE 

Client-side consists of different techniques. This chapter introduces techniques that were 

used in the visualisation of the website and what technique was used to interact with the 

server-side. This chapter’s figures shown are examples from the used techniques. 

3.1.1 HTML 

HyperText Markup Language, known as HTML, is the basic structure of the Web. It cre-

ates the content on the site and is often used with CSS and JavaScript to sculpture the ap-

pearance and functions of the website. HTML links sites to one another and creates so 

called “HyperText” using hyperlinks, and creates the World Wide Web linking everything 

together. Markup makes remarks to the content that is displayed. It uses elements that 

form the basic structure. (MDN web docs 2018a.) Example figure 5 shows an HTML tem-

plate example with element tags. 

 

Figure 5. HTML template 
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Basic HTML structure consists of element tags: 

– “<!DOCTYPE html>” which tells this document to be HTML5.  

– “<html> is the root of the file. 

– “<head>” includes metadata.  

– “<meta”> provides information about the document. It is not visible for the user 

and it contains such information as author web page description,. (w3schools.com 

2018b.) 

– “<title>” is the title of the file.  

– “<body>” contains the visible content of the web page which the user can see in 

the browser.  

– “<header>” and “<footer>” are tags that define visible content in the “<body>”. 

(w3schools.com 2018a.) 

3.1.2 JavaScript and ECMAScript 

JavaScript (JS) programming language is very lightweight. It is mostly used on the client-

side that is seen on web pages. On the server-side it is used by languages such as node.js 

and Apache CouchDB. ECMAScript is a standard for JavaScript. All browsers support at 

least ECMAScript 3 and since 2012 modern browsers have been supported by ECMAScript 

5.1.  (MDN web docs 2018c.) 

ECMAScript is a programming language that follows the object-oriented mode of operation. 

The purpose of this is to execute computations and to manipulate computational objects 

within a host environment. It was first developed as a scripting language. The purpose of 

this was to manipulate, customize and automate the functionality of an existing system. 

Since the using of the language has grown in many aspects it is not called a scripting lan-

guage anymore but is now featured as a general-purpose programming language. (Ecma 

International 2018.) 

In the client-side ECMAScript is used to include scripting code in the HTML web page and 

to add functionality to the windows, pop-ups, buttons, sliders, checkboxes and other objects. 

A host environment can use it to add events such as page and image loading, form submis-

sion and mouse scrolling, which are then displayed on the web page. (Ecma International 

2018.) 
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The server-side can compute objects representing requests, clients and files or add permis-

sions to download or upload content. Together the client- and server-side can communicate 

with each other and create a multipurpose Web application. (Ecma International 2018.) 

3.1.3 MaterializeCSS 

MaterializeCSS is a front-end framework, containing CSS and JavaScript files. Material-

izeCSS comes with a minified and an unminified CSS. The unminified CSS is meant for 

development and to be minified after the wanted changes have been done to it. (Materialize 

2017.) 

 
Materialize library’s CSS and JavaScript files include many different functions: 

– Grid which aligns the content. 

– Defined fonts, including font sizes. 

– Components like buttons, nav-bars, side-nav etc.  

– Support for Google material-icons. 

– JavaScript functions to the components. (Materialize 2017.) 

 

MaterializeCSS is using Material Design. That is Google’s guideline for visual languages 

which synthesizes good design and innovation. The principles behind the design are: 

– Material is the metaphor, which means that the design takes innovation from real 

world textures and applies them to its design. 

– Bold, graphic, intentional, guides typography like icons, font-type and sizes. And 

uses Grid and scale for responsiveness. 

– Motion provides meaning, interaction with the buttons, checkboxes and loading-

bars, makes the user aware of what is happening.  

– Flexible foundation, implementation of the components plug-ins and design ele-

ments that are made easy to mesh together with the code base. 

– Cross-platform, upholds the same UI through, such platforms as Android, iOS, 

flutter, and the web. (Material Design 2018.) 
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3.1.4 Progressive Web App 

Progressive web app (PWA) is a way to make the application behave more like a native app, 

which loads content instantly and never shows user the delay. To achieve this kind of more 

native like app, a service worker is needed to perform and execute the wanted functions. 

The service worker can make the images on the web page to load faster when it gets a hold 

of the cache and then loads the images to the user’s screen. Pre-caching of the images 

allows the content to be downloaded even when the Internet service is slow. It allows a 

smoother stage change when moving from one web page to another, because it can fetch 

the images from the cache and doesn’t need to load them again. (Google Developers 

2018b.) An example of this can be seen in the figure 6. It shows how the service worker is 

caching two images.  

 

Figure 6. Service worker 

Manifest is one way to make the application more progressive. Manifest stores information 

about the application and allows the app to be installed to the user’s home screen without 

using the app store. It also allows applcation to work offline and to receive push notifications 

if needed. (MDN web docs 2018g.) Example figure 7 shows what manifest can look like.  
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Figure 7. Applications manifest.json 

Manifest is also a part of the progressive web app. The user will see the loading screen 

while page content is rendering in the background. This is done in the manifest.json file. 

(MDN web docs 2018g.) 

 

Figure 8. Determined theme color 
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An example of this can be seen in figure 8 which shows what the address bar looks like 

when the background color is determined. It will display the theme color in the address bar 

and give the application a more app like feeling. This is because the showing of the web 

application looks more of a native application.   

3.2 SERVER-SIDE 

 
Server side consists of techniques that creates the applications functionalities. This chapter 

introduces techniques that were used in the creation of the application server and what 

technique were used to interact with the client-side.  

3.2.1 NodeJS 

Node.js is an asynchronous event driven JavaScript runtime environment. NodeJS is built 

on Chrome’s V8 JavaScript engine. It converts your code to a machine code that is easier 

and faster for the computer to read and analyse. As a Node run-time environment, it includes 

V8 engine, node API or node modules to execute written JavaScript. It was created to build 

network applications that are scalable not only in the browser, like JavaScript does, but also 

in the machine as an application separate from the browser. (Patel 2018.) 

NodeJS extends JavaScript used for making website functions, to work like scripting lan-

guages does. Scripting languages are designed to communicate with other programming 

languages. Usually they work with languages like HTML, Java or C and they do not need to 

be compiled before deployment as they run from the bytecode or source code. (Techopedia 

Inc 2018.) 

NodeJS is lightweight because it uses the non-blocking I/O model. The non-blocking I/O 

model has many advantages because it can handle multiple operations at a same time. 

Node.js also uses the open source library ecosystem known as npm. (Patel 2018.) 

I/O calls in Node.js. A synchronous method is called blocking and an asynchronous method 

is called non-blocking. The synchronous method is called when Node.js process executes 

JavaScript and it waits until the non-JavaScript process is done. This occurs when the event 

loop is not able to continue because of an ongoing blocking operation. Because Node.js 
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runs poorly in non-JavaScript operations, the Node.js standard library provides an asynchro-

nous method for running operations in non-blocking way. (npmjs.com 2018.) 

The difference between these two methods is error handling. In the synchronous example 

an additional JavaScript is blocking the execution until the process in done. Figure 9 shows 

synchronous file read in NodeJS. (npmjs.com 2018.) 

 

Figure 9. Synchronous file read (Node.js Foundation, [Ref: 18.6.2018].) 

In figure 10, callbacks in asynchronous version will perform an error handling and the devel-

oper will decide if it is shown or thrown. (npmjs.com 2018.) 

 

Figure 10. Asynchronous file read (Node.js Foundation, [Ref: 18.6.2018].) 

Node packaging manager (npm). Npm has about 3 billion downloads per week and 

600 000 packages in its registry. Packages are building blocks of code that are contributed 

by developers and different organisations. Way to share or borrow packages is called npm. 

It is used in open-source and in private development. (npmjs.com 2018.) 

Npm has three distinguishable components: the website, CLI and registry. The website is 

meant to be used to get handle of packages, profiles and managing them. CLI is a way to 

access and use npm from the terminal. Figure 11 shows an example how CLI can install 

gulp package using npm. Lastly the registry is a large public database that contains meta-

data and JavaScript software. (npmjs.com 2018.) 
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Figure 11. Terminal view 

Child process. Child process is NodeJS function. Child process provides the ability to ex-

ecute `.bat` and `.cmd` files on Windows, Unix, Linux or macOS. There are functions where 

terminal is needed to execute commands. Child process allows execution of these functions 

within the JS file. (Node.js v10.11.0 Documentation, [Ref: 25.9.2018].) 

3.2.2 HTTP Request 

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) was created for information to pass between web 

browser and web server. HTTP works as classical client-server. It is a protocol to transferring 

data between the browser and the server. HTTP opens a connection in the client and keeps 

it open until the process of making the request has been processed and then waits for a 

response from the server before closing the connection. (MDN web docs 2018d.) 

HTTP -verbs, are a set of request methods, that indicates what kind of actions are to be 

called.  

– “GET” request is used to retrieve data. 

– “HEAD” does the same thing as GET without response body. 

– “POST” request is used to submit data. 

– “PUT” changes the current target with the requested one. 

– “DELETE” deletes the current target. 

– “CONNECT” forms a tunnel to the server that is recognized by the target. 
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– “OPTIONS” represents a request for information about the communication options 

available of the target. 

– “TRACE” executes a message loop-back test to the target. 

– “PATCH” creates modifications to the resource. (MDN web docs. 2018i.) 

 

For the client to be able to communicate, a web server needs to be established. One way 

to do this is to  use a Node HTTP package like shown in the figure 12. Once established, it 

can listen to the HTTP request on a specified URL. (MDN web docs 2018e.) 

 

Figure 12. Node HTTP package. (MDN web docs, [Ref: 18.6.2018].) 
 

HTTPS. HTTPS is secured version of basic HTTP. Figure 13 shows difference between 

HTTP and HTTPS connection. Secure connection needs either SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) 

certificates or TLS (Transport Layer Security). Both the SSL and TLS protocols uses Public 

Key Infrastructure (PKI) system. They both use public- and private key to encrypt the con-

nection between the user and the server. (Comodo CA Limited 2018.) 
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Figure 13. HTTP vs HTTPS (Comodo CA Limited 2018.) 

Express. Express is a Node web framework. General purpose of express is to provide tools 

to different tasks. Rather than using only Node HTTP package, using a framework can sim-

plify many tasks for you. Developers have made middleware packages to express to solve 

different kinds of web-development problems. (MDN web docs 2018e.) 

In a normal website, a web application receives HTTP requests from the client. Based on 

the request method, received information is analysed and executed by the application. Fig-

ure 14 shows how to Express is initialized. (MDN web docs 2018e.) 

 

Figure 14. Express example. (Express, [Ref: 30.10.2018].) 

REST API. REST API also known as using Representational State Transfer Application. 

REST, or Restful API is predetermined styles and standards to follow, when performing 

HTTP requests in Web applications. These set of rules need to have the both client and the 

serve. Implementation of these standards happen in the client and the server. They are 

stateless which means they can work as separate operations from each other. It means that 

if the client has changes in its state or status, the server still works on its own and doesn’t 
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get affected from the client’s changes. Or if the server goes through some changes, the 

client doesn’t get affected by them. (Codeacademy 2018.) 

Using REST you can make each side know if they are meant to be kept separated, or to 

send messages for them to be able to communicate with each other. Messages works as 

client sends requests to the server and it then sends responses back to the client’s requests. 

(Codeacademy 2018.) 

AJAX. AJAX also known as Asynchronous JavaScript and XML, is a method where object 

can communicate with the server using XMLHttpRequest. AJAX can send (POST) and re-

ceive (GET) data. With AJAX it is possible to exchange data and update a web page without 

refresh it. (MDN web docs 2018h.) 
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4 APPLICATION 

Web applications have two sides. The client and the server. The “client” side is the visual 

part that works in browsers, like Google Chrome or Firefox. The “server” side works behind 

the client and sends data to the client and processes client’s requests.  

Security is important when developing an application that will need to have access to user’s 

personal files. Security is also important when uploading and downloading content from the 

user’s device. Application uses HTTPS, UUID and function that is set to clear the uploaded 

and compressed folders from the server.  

4.1 Application process 

Figure 15 will visually explain the application process, to better understand the following:  

– When application has been set up in the server, user will navigate the browser to 

the address that the application is located in.  

– User will then choose either image compression or video-compression and file is 

uploaded in to the application.  

– User will then choose the wanted compression options and will press the “com-

press files!” button.  

– This will determine which routes folders compression route is to be executed. 

Lossless image compression will execute image_lossless.js – route. Otherwise 

image_lossy.js -route. Video compression is done in the video_compress.js –

route.  

– Process will then start transferring the file into the uploads folder. It will then start 

the selected compression process. When compression process is done the file 

will be transferred in to the compressed folder.  

– The compressed file is then able to be downloaded with the users browser.  
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Figure 15. Application process. 

4.2 Client-side structure 

Client-side consists of HTML, CSS and JavaScript. For the client to work it needs a browser 

that supports these techniques. Files are inserted to tree like structure like in the figure 16 

and then they are accessed with written code in HTML. Figure 17 shows links and scripts 

that are accessed in the HTML. 

 

Figure 16. Client-side tree structure 
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Figure 17. Retrieving CSS and JS files. 

The reason why <link> and <script> attributes are in the bottom of the <body>, and not in 

the <head>, is to optimize downloading content of the web page. This results to the <script> 

tags not stopping any parallel downloads during the process. If <script> tag is in the head of 

HTML file, it will stop any parallel downloads occurring in the web page until the script is 

done downloading. First meaningful paint is important especially in mobile view and <link> 

attribute is better to be placed at the bottom of the <body> if the performance is wanted to 

load more progressively. Other way is to do the opposite and place <link> tag inside the 

<head> tag. That will result for the web pages to appear faster in your web page, although 

performance will decrease. 

Interface. Browser interface uses materializeCSS framework and two additional plugins, 

Dropify and SweetAlert. Application interface consist of navigation bar, banner, main content 

and a footer. Interface is also made responsive, so it works in different devices such as 

mobile phones, tablets and computers. It is also cross browser compatible and works in 

mobile and desktop browser. In the figure 18 you can see the browser view and in the figure 

19 the mobile view.  
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Figure 18. View of the website. 

Navbar

 

Banner 

Main Content 

Footer 
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Figure 19. Mobile view. 

Plugins. Dropify and SweetAlert are additional plugins. That creates more fluent user expe-

rience with indicators and easier file upload. 

Dropify. Dropify is file input plugin that uses jQuery to work. It comes with CSS, fonts and 

JavaScript files. For it to work you need to include dropify’s source packages to your project 

and then initialize the project (Figure 20). 
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Figure 20. Dropify jQuery. 

There are different kind of options to make dropify suitable for your needs. JavaScript con-

figuration file is meant to be modified and then minified after development. Modifying JS file 

you can change the language or maximum file size of the uploaded document. Figure 21 

shows how JS file can be modified.  

 

Figure 21. Dropify JS file. 

SweetAlert. SweetAlert is a decorative way to show alerts. The alert dialog is meant to 

make sure information comes for the user. Normal alert shows a message and additional 

OK button. SweetAlert makes the popup window more appealing. Figure 22 shows what the 

normal alert looks like and figure 23 shows what SweetAlert looks like.  

 

Figure 22. Normal alert. 
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Figure 23. SweetAlert 

For the plugin to work you need to include sweetalert.js document to you HTML file. It is 

then initialized with jQuery in the main.js and video.js -files. Figure 24 shows that the jQuery 

will notify the user, if the user doesn’t have permission to download the content.  

 

Figure 24. SweetAlert code. 

UUID. UUID is a way to generate random 128-bit value called token (Figure 32). 
 

 

Figure 25. UUID token. 

It is used for transactions and additional security and uniqueness. Application will generate 

personal token for the user and store it in local storage (Figure 33).  
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Figure 26. UUID generated token. 

When uploading file to the applications server the token will be added in the file. When the 

compression task is complete, user can download content from the server. The server will 

then check that the token in the local storage and in the file will match. If they do, server 

allows the content to be downloaded from the server (Figure 34). If the token will fail to match 

the one in the local storage an error will occur. Unauthorized file will be then removed from 

the server after certain time period.  

 

Figure 27. Check UUID token. 

4.3 Server-side structure 

The server-side has its own tree structure shown in the figure 25. Server-side consists of 

server.js -file, folders for uploaded and compressed content and Routes -folder. Routes -

folder includes image_lossless.js, image_lossy.js, index.js and video_compress.js -files. Up-

loads and compressed folders store media files. Uploaded media goes to the uploads folder 

and after compression process is done, the content is stored in the compressed folder. From 

there the content is ready to be downloaded to the user’s device. 
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Figure 28. Server-side tree structure. 

Figure 26 shows the index.js -file. Its purpose is to combine the routes in the file and pass 

them to server.js. This means the root path will then remain the same for all the endpoints. 

Import tags in the beginning are there to import functions, which are exported by external 

modules. Those can be the npm packages that has been installed or in this case the other 

JavaScript files to be routed. 

 

Figure 29. index.js. 

Server.js file has the HTTP server created by using express. Figure 27 will show how ex-

press is initialized in the server.js file.  
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Figure 30. Express initialized. 

Server.js file also performs tasks like clearing uploaded and compressed files from their 

folders. In the figure 28 the function will remove files from the folders when the file has been 

in the server for 30 minutes. This secures that files don’t get in the wrong hands and don’t 

fill out the server from media files. 

 

Figure 31. setInterval. 

It also creates a local server when needed to run the application locally from your computer 

(Figure 29). This is usually used in development before applying the application to the actual 

server for production use. 
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Figure 32. Local server. 

Other functions for the server.js -file are to check if the user downloading the content has 

the rights to download that file from the server (Figure 30).  

 

Figure 33. Checking for privileges. 

Server.js -file also applies certification for secure SSL connection to the server. SSL certifi-

cation is generated and then inserted to the wanted server path. Application will then call 

the path for certificates in the server and generate a secure connection. Figure 31 shows 

that the certifications are installed in the route: /var/www/certs/.  

 

Figure 34. SSL Certificate access path. 
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4.4 Sending data to the server 

The data sent between the client and the server consists of uploaded medias and user cho-

sen options. The technique used to send the data is AJAX. The application uses HTTP 

request (XHR) to send data to the server with a FormData -interface. FormData is the full 

package of information and data to be sent. FormData.append is a function call that adds 

more data to the package. XMLHttpRequest allows to send data to the server. Tässä saisi 

olla jonkinlainen johtolause alla olevaan luetelmaan. 

1. FormData is formed (Figure 35). 

2. Data is fetched from an html input and added to the formData by formData.append. 

(Figure 36.) 

3. XMLHttpRequest is defined (Figure 37). 

4. XMLHttpRequest events are formed (Figure 38). 

5. XMLHttpRequest is given a address where to POST the formData -object. (Figure 

39). 

6. Data is sent to the server (Figure 40). 

 

 

Figure 35. FormData. 

 

Figure 36. Formdata.append. 

 

Figure 37. XMLHttpRequest. 
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Figure 38. XMLHttpRequest event. 

 

Figure 39. POST request. 

 

Figure 40. Send formData. 

4.5 Image compression  

The image compression uses Gulp as its toolkit to perform the image compression task. It 

automates a set of functions which are performed in the script. The Gulp acts as a task 

manager and the plugins as the tasks to be performed. The Gulp plugins used in the appli-

cation are OptiPNG, PngQuant, Zopfli, Giflossy, Jpegtran, Mozjpeg, svgo. They are sepa-

rate libraries with specific compression algorithms for different image formats. For  example, 

PngQuant is meant for compressing PNG formats and Jpegtran is meant for compressing 

JPEG formats.  
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JPEG, PNG, GIF and SVG formats were used in this application, because the old software, 

which the company used, supported these formats. 

Image compression. Image compression task happens in the Routes folder, in the im-

age_lossless.js and image_lossy.js. The client-side determines which script is used, and 

which compression task will be performed. Figure 41 shows an option in the user interface 

and the user will check the CheckBox to perform either lossy or lossless compression. Chec-

Box needs to be initialized in JavaScript for it to work. Figure 42 shows how the checkbox 

button is initialized with jQuery.  

 

Figure 41. Checkbox. 

 

Figure 42. CheckValue. 

When the user pushes the submit button, the application will check the value of the Check-

Box button. Figure 43 shows the following: If the user doesn’t check the lossless option, the 

POST request goes to image_lossy.js and it will then perform the gulp task shown in the 

figure 44. If the user checks lossless compression, the POST request goes to image_loss-

less.js and will perform the task shown in the figure 45. 

 

Figure 43. Send to route. 
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Figure 44. image_lossy.js. 

 

Figure 45. image_lossless.js. 
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4.6 Video compression 

Video compression task happens in the video-compress.js -file. Gulp has a support plugin 

called fluent-ffmpeg, but the plugin did not work well with the .mov -type files.  For that pur-

pose, another solution had to be found. The solution was to use FFmpeg together with the 

NodeJS child process. There are two child processes that can have multiple outcomes.  

Video compression. In the figure 46 you can see that there are two option panels in the 

videopakkaus.html. The reason for this is that video compression has more options to 

choose from, than the image compression. Data travel between the client and the server 

happens in the same way as in image compression. The client-side sends chosen options 

as FormData to the server-side, where they are then processed.  

 

 

Figure 46. Option panels. 

FFmpeg is based on terminal commands- In the figure 47 it can be seen what the conversion 

process command looks like in the terminal. The child process was used to automate the 

terminal commands in the video-compress.js -file. 

 

Figure 47. FFmpeg in a command line tool (FFmpeg, [Ref: 6.7.2018].) 

There are two different child processes for different file formats, because different file for-

mats use different kind of codecs. Figure 48 shows file formats and their codecs.  

The first process will be used when only compression is wanted to achieve (Figure 49). The 

second one is used when additional options are selected (Figure 50). These additional op-

tions include converting one format to another or changing video resolution. Both of these 

processes use compression in the process.  
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Figure 48. Codecs. 

 

Figure 49. First child process. 
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Figure 50. Second child process. 

File format change. This functionality is tied to browsers because HTML5 doesn’t support 

all existing video formats. When developing videos with macOS, video formats are created 

as .mov files and those are later changed to a different format suited for web. It is good to 

remember that different formats use different codecs. This means that the file sizes of these 

formats are different and changing a format will affect the file size as well. Changing the 

resolution of the original files can result in having smaller or even bigger file sizes. Figure 51 

shows the file formats of the application that can be changed. 

 

Figure 51. File format change. 
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Resolution changes improve compression. Changing the resolution of a video to a 

smaller one will result in smaller file sizes. However, it is not practical to upload a 4K reso-

lution video to your website even with compression applied. Compressing the file size of a 

4K video to the bare minimum would result in a poor quality video. Thus, it is better to down-

size the resolution of a video from 4K to 080p or smaller. This way it is possible to achieve 

smaller file sizes and still maintain the good video quality suited for web.  

Resolution change in the application. In the application there are two ways to change the 

resolution. First there are predefined options for the user to choose from. If the user doesn’t 

want any specific resolution, it can be chosen from predefined options. Figure 52 shows the 

predefined option panel. The second way is to choose the option “other”. It is an input where 

the user can insert the wanted resolution. Figure 53 shows the inputs of the second options. 

After the user has chosen the resolution, user can choose which aspect ratio to use. Figure 

54 shows horizontal- and vertical aspect ratio options. 

 

Figure 52. Premade options. 

 

Figure 53. User options. 
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Figure 54. Aspect ratio. 

Figure 55 shows the code behind “Choose resolution (Optional)” premade command inputs 

and aspect ratio. If the user will choose a premade option, the code will execute the given 

resolution in the compression process.  Figure 56 shows what will be printed in the “other” 

options to the child process later to be executed. This option doesn’t need the aspect ratio 

slider, because the user will determine the resolution. 

 

Figure 55. Premade option. 

 

Figure 56. User options. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

The main goal of this study was achieved. Image compression works and gives better com-

pression ratios than the previously used application. Video compression functions as it is 

supposed to, and the conversion and resolution solutions have functioned without any prob-

lems. The program has been developed and tested on a separate server. At the moment, 

the application is used in production and it has been installed on the company's own server. 

What could still be done in the future, is to test if the application can also be implemented 

on the company’s publishing system Webio. This would improve the compression ratios 

when the users are uploading images and videos to their own websites using the Webio –

publishing system. 

More features could have been implemented, like adding more features to the image- and 

video compression. Image compressor could have included a photo editor that could add 

text or filters in to the images. The video compressor could have been expanded to support 

more file formats and to have a video editor for video editing and compiling. 

At the start of this project I only knew the basics of HTML and CSS. I did not have any former 

experience in JavaScript or web development. During the project I became aware of how to 

create full stack applications with mainly JavaScript. Many new programming principles and 

methods became familiar to me and I also learned how to develop an application that would 

be suitable for  the needs of a company. Now I have more knowledge and confidence to 

continue my path as a full-stack web developer. 
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